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LISTENING COMPREHENSION (8 marks) 

1. Listen and choose the correct alternative: (1 mark) 
The text is: 

aa--   A tourist's request to book for a holiday in Cyprus. 

bb--   A tourist's booklet telling the history of Cyprus. 

cc--   A tourist's brochure showing the beauty of Cyprus.  

 
2. These statements are False. Correct with details from the listening passage: (2 marks) 
 
a. It's always summer season in Cyprus. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b. All tourist attractions are gathered in the same area.     

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
3. Listen and complete the missing words (EACH DOT STANDS FOR ONE LETTER):(2 mks):  
 
Cyprus is a great i _ _ _ _ _ that attracts families looking to stay in holiday villas or self 

catering holiday a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 

 

4. Pick out Only TWO sports under each heading : (2 marks) 
 

sightseeing  /  paragliding /  walking  /  skiing / windsurfing / skating  

Mountain Sports Water Sports  

------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- 

 
5. Say whether the underlined sounds are Similar (S) or Different (D): (1 mark) 
 
           natural       /  famous  (----) 
 
 
6. Circle the stressed syllable: (1 mark) 
 
       opportunities:    op / por / tu / ni / ties 
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III. LANGUAGE (12 marks) 

1) Fill in the blanks with words from the box- There are TWO EXTRA words (4 marks) 

shares   /   of   /  with  /  only  /  occupy  /  when  /  exploration   /  gladly  /   heritage  /   if 

Loch Broom is but one of the many jewels in Scotland’s Western Highlands. Drawn by its history 

and ______________, my husband and I took our three children, ages 9 to 12, for a week of 

______________ in this wild and beautiful part of Scotland. We rented a self-catering cottage 

which ______________ space with a few houses and a large audience of sheep. For a day of 

complete serenity, one has _____________ to walk the narrow roads to receive a friendly wave or 

perhaps an invitation to view a garden. Before long, you feel as ______________ you too could 

speak Gaelic. The friendly residents will ______________ recommend favourite restaurants or 

the local museum which skillfully tells the story of the place. Our family felt great satisfaction 

_____________ we discovered we were the only Americans to have stayed there. For us, it was a 

new discovery in a country full ______________ new discoveries and a true home away from 

home. 

2) Supply the right tense/ form to the bracketed words (4 marks)    

Stratford Upon Avon is a must-see destination in England. Tourists (visit) _______________ 

Stratford upon Avon could be forgiven for thinking that perhaps 'Shakespeare upon Avon' would 

be a (appropriate) _______________ name for this charming town, since it has such strong links 

to the world's most famous Elizabethan (write /play) _______________, William Shakespeare. It 

was actually in Stratford upon Avon where Shakespeare (bear) _______________ some 450 

years ago and his birthplace has now become a must-visit (tour) _______________ attraction. 

Stratford upon Avon is (fortune) _______________ to have preserved many of its extremely 

historic buildings, which (add) _______________ a tremendous period character to the streets for 

centuries. Tourism is now big business in the town, with tourists arriving in the summer, all keen 

(search) _______________ out information about Shakespeare and where he grew up and wrote 

some of his plays. 

3) Circle the right alternative:  (4 marks) 

John Glenn was the first American to orbit the earth in 1962. The mission lasted for just short of 

5 hours and Glenn was strapped to his seat the entire time, never (experience/ experienced / 

experiencing) weightlessness. Thirty-six years later, on October 29, 1998 (over / aboard / by) 

the Space Shuttle Discovery, John Glenn became the oldest person (go / went / to go) into 

space at the age of 77 years old. The mission lasted for 9-days and this time John Glenn (did / 

had / can) experience weightlessness in space. NASA scientists have stated that Glenn's space 

trip has offered them (available / evitable / valuable) insight into the impact of such trips on the 

same person in two different points (in / at / on) time. Most of the experiments that John Glenn 

was involved in on the STS-95 mission have shown the impacts of space (flight / flying / flies) on 

the elderly. John Glenn was, in fact, the first non-paying space tourist and the oldest one at that; 

(despite / while / when) Dennis Tito is the first paying space tourist.  

 


